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The idea that a direct hydraulic connection between a man-made reservoir and the foci of postimpoundment earthquakes may not exist at all sites is eminently credible on geological grounds. Our aim
is to provide a simple earth model and related theory for use during investigations of earthquakes near
new man-made reservoirs. We consider a uniform circular reservoir which rests on the top surface of a
no-hydraulic-connection earth model (NHCEM). The model comprises a top elastic (E) layer, an intermediate poroelastic (P) layer, and a bottom elastic half space. The focus of a potential earthquake in the
P layer is located directly under the reservoir. The E layer disrupts the hydraulic connection between
the reservoir and the focus. Depth of water in the reservoir varies as H  + h cos(ωt). Expressions for
reservoir-induced stresses and pore pressure in diﬀerent layers of the NHCEM are obtained by solving
the boundary-value problem invoking full coupling between mean normal stress and pore pressure in the
P layer. As an application of the derived mathematical results, we have examined and found that earthquakes on 60◦ normal faults may occur in the P-layer of a selected NHCEM at epochs of low reservoir
level if the reservoir lies mostly in the footwall of the fault. The exercise was motivated by observations
of such earthquakes under the man-made Lake Mead after it was impounded.

1. Introduction
The hazard and safety concerns as well as good
engineering and scientiﬁc practice require that each
new episode of earthquakes near man-made reservoirs (ENMRs) be investigated. Such investigations
at present are carried out using assumed simple
earth models because adequate information about
subsurface geology up to earthquake depths under
a reservoir is not available in general. We distinguish here between a full-hydraulic-connection
earth model (FHCEM) and a no-hydraulic-connection earth model (NHCEM). In the two main

examples of FHCEM in current use, it is assumed
that porous-elastic rock(s) (Roeloﬀs 1988) or a
system of fractures in rock (Snow 1972) provide
hydraulic connection between the reservoir and the
focus of a post-impoundment earthquake. Here, we
describe a procedure to evaluate the response of
a three-layered NHCEM to the load of a circular
reservoir with oscillating water level.
The top E layer of the NHCEM (ﬁgure 1a) is
elastic and much thicker than the intermediate
poroelastic (P) layer. The bottom layer, an elastic half space, is called the H layer. The focus of a
potential earthquake is located in the P layer. We
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic cross-sectional representation of
an NHCEM under a circular reservoir. The origin O and
the z-axis of an (r, θ, z) cylindrical coordinate system are
shown. The plane of the ﬁgure is called ‘reference axial plane’
(RAP). (b) The concept of reservoir mostly on the footwall (RMOFW) and reservoir mostly on the hanging wall
(RMOHW) of a normal fault is indicated. (c) When the
strike of a fault is normal to RAP, the line of symmetry
(LOS) of the fault is the line of its intersection with the RAP.

The simplest example of a NHCEM is an ideal
elastic half space. The response of this model to
surface loads is well known due to the work of
Boussinesq (Love 1944; Jaeger and Cook 1969).
Response of an NHCEM in which a pocket of
poroelastic rock is embedded in an elastic half
space deserves inquiry. But we consider a poroelastic layer embedded in an elastic half space because
the analytical treatment is vastly simpler.
Reservoir weight and hydraulic pressure at its
bottom both inﬂuence stress and pore pressure
inside a FHCEM (e.g., Roeloﬀs 1988), while only
the weight of the reservoir exerts inﬂuence within
the NHCEM.
Beginning with Haskell (1953), numerous multilayered models have been used to explain observations in diﬀerent disciplines of earth science. Wang
(2000) discusses instances where models with one
or more poroelastic layers have been considered in
geo-mechanics, hydrogeology and petroleum engineering. Segall’s (1985) model is the closest to
ours in that both involve deformation of a threelayered earth. However, Segall simulated ground
subsidence and induced seismicity due to withdrawal of ﬂuid from the P layer. We examine how
the surface reservoir inﬂuences the occurrence of
an earthquake in the P layer. Moreover, the E
and H layers in Segall’s (1985) model were ‘ﬂuidinﬁltrated, impermeable’, while in our case, they
are dry and impermeable.
The main contribution of this paper, namely,
analytical estimation of stress and pore pressure
ﬁelds in the above NHCEM due to oscillatory and
steady loads is placed in Appendix A because of
its mathematical content. The sample results discussed in sections 3–7 enable us to interpret the
observations of earthquakes under Lake Mead at
epochs of low reservoir level (Roeloﬀs 1988). The
earthquakes occurred on steeply dipping normal
faults at 5000 m depth. We shall refer to these
earthquakes as Lake Mead earthquakes (LMEQs).
2. Preliminaries
2.1 Earth model: ONHCEM

concentrate on positions of the focus directly under
the reservoir.
So far, all earthquakes observed near man-made
reservoirs have been tectonic earthquakes that
occur most commonly due to renewed slip on preexisting faults (Richter 1957). Hubbert and Rubey
(1959) argued that pore ﬂuids in rocks on two sides
of a fault facilitate slip by reducing friction. The
P layer represents water-ﬁlled rock around earthquake focus. The E layer, being non-porous and
impermeable, disrupts the hydraulic connection
between the reservoir and the earthquake focus.

Properties of the diﬀerent layers of the model
shown in ﬁgure 1(a) are listed in table 1. Poroelastic properties of Ohio sandstone given by Wang
(2000, table C1) have been adopted for the P layer.
We will refer to this speciﬁc model as the Ohio
NHCEM (ONHCEM).
2.2 The reservoir model
We consider a uniform circular reservoir with
a radius of 4000 m. Its water level oscillates
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Table 1. Properties of ONHCEM.
Layer

Thickness (m)

Elastic properties

Poroelastic properties

E
P

4950
100

νE = 0.18, GE = 6.8 GPa
νdP = 0.18, GP = 6.8 GPa

H

5050 to +∞

νH = 0.18, GH = 6.8 GPa

Nil
νuP = 0.28, αP = 0.74,
cP = 3.9 × 10−2 m2 /s
Nil

Table 2. Stresses and pore pressure at the point (3000 m, 0 ◦ , 5000 m) in the P layer.
Contribution due
to H  = 1 m
(Pa)
σzzP
τrzP
σrrP
σθθP
pP

3818
1354
304
−25
0

harmonically with an angular frequency ω of 2 ×
10−7 radians per second, corresponding to an year
of 364.7 days approximately. Since values of t
between 0 and π × 107 s could be required, we
use, instead of time t, phase ωt of reservoir level
expressed in degrees (◦ ). Reservoir level corresponding to water depth H  − h at ωt = 180◦ will
be referred hereafter as LRL (lowest reservoir level
during routine annual operation). Similarly, reservoir level corresponding to water depth H  + h at
ωt = 0◦ or 360◦ will be referred to as HRL (highest
reservoir level during routine annual operation).
2.3 Reference axial plane RAP
The origin O of the (r, θ, z) cylindrical coordinate
system used in Appendix A (ﬁgure 1a) lies at
the base of the circular reservoir and coincides
with its center. The z-axis points down into the
ONHCEM. The concept of a reference axial plane
(RAP) deﬁned by the z-axis and the initial line of
the θ coordinate is convenient.
Without loss of generality, the strike of every
normal fault considered in the following sections
is normal to the RAP. Then, the intersection of
the fault and the RAP, shown schematically in
ﬁgure 1(c), is a dip-parallel line of symmetry (LOS)
in the fault. Maximum inﬂuence of the circular
reservoir on a buried fault is along the latter’s LOS.
3. Reservoir inﬂuence at a point
in the P layer
The theory of Appendix A allows us to compute
reservoir inﬂuence in terms of stress components
σzz , σrr , σθθ , τrz = τzr and pore pressure p at any
point in the ONHCEM. The remaining two pairs of

Full poroelastic
contribution due to h = 1 m
Amp
Phase
(Pa)
(◦)
4609
1354
1083
751
1063

0.05
0.0
0.16
0.21
−179.8

shear stress components are zero because of axial
symmetry. We present in table 2, as an example,
estimates of the stress components and pore pressure at (3000 m, 0◦ , 5000 m) in the P layer. The
value of a stress component at such a point is the
sum of: (1) a time independent elastic contribution
due to H  (column 2 of table 2) and (2) an oscillatory porous-elastic contribution due to h cos(ωt)
(column 3). Pore pressure at the point arises due
to h cos(ωt) only. The total reservoir inﬂuence at
the point (3000 m, 0◦ , 5000 m) is obtained by
combining results from second and third columns
of table 2 using speciﬁc values of H  and h. Thus,
for example,
σzzP (3000 m, 0◦ , 5000 m) = H  (3818) + h(4605)
× cos(ωt + 0.2◦ ) Pa.
The small values of phases listed in the third
column of table 2 indicate that stresses are very
nearly in phase and the pore pressure is similarly
in opposite phase to oscillating water level.
4. Reservoir inﬂuence on an extended area
of a fault in ONHCEM
The reservoir inﬂuence on a fault in the ONHCEM
will be in the form of normal stress (σ) in E and H
layers and as eﬀective-normal stress (σ  = σ − αp,
see Appendix B) in the P layer. There will also be
shear stress components τd and τs along dip and
strike directions of the fault for points in every
layer. These stress components may be computed
for each point on a fault using such stress and pore
pressure data as given in table 2. The 3D formulas
for transformation of stress components (e.g., Love
1944) are required.
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Figure 2. A schematic view of a dipping fault plane when we look down on it normally. See section 4 for full details. The
arrows near the points 1 to 9 show dip and strike components of the reservoir induced shear stress along the fault. Exact
values given in table 3(c and d) are shown here schematically. The rock in the hanging wall of the fault at a point will tend
to move in the direction of an arrow under reservoir inﬂuence.
Table 3(a). Coordinates of points 1–9 shown schematically in ﬁgure 2.
1 (6647 m, −37.0◦ , 1000 m)
4 (5767 m, −43.9◦ , 3000 m)
7 (5000 m, −55.1◦ , 5000 m)

2 (5309 m, 0◦ , 1000 m)
5 (4155 m, 0◦ , 3000 m)
8 (3000 m, 0◦ , 5000 m)

Table 3(b). Values of σ and σ  (MPa) at points 1–9 of
ﬁgure 2.
1 (σ = 0.049)
4 (σ = 0.185)
7 (σ  = 0.153)

2 (σ = 0.172)
5 (σ = 0.386)
8 (σ  = 0.252)

3 (σ = 0.049)
6 (σ = 0.185)
9 (σ  = 0.153)

We show in ﬁgure 2, a 3 × 3 grid of points on a
60◦ fault in the E and P layers. The points, numbered 1–9, span an area of 8 km along fault strike
and about 4.6 km along fault dip. Points 2, 5 and
8 lie on the LOS of the fault. The remaining six
points lie in symmetrical positions on either side
of LOS. Two rows of points lie in the E layer and
one row lies in the P layer. The reservoir is in the
hanging wall of the fault as far as these points are
concerned. The coordinates of the points are listed
in table 3(a). For the sake of continuity in discussion, point 8 of the grid is also the point for which
stresses and pore pressure are listed in table 2.
We list in table 3(b, c and d), numerical values
of resolved stress components acting on the fault
at the nine grid points. Positive values of entries
in these tables indicate respectively that σ or σ  is
compressive, τd promotes thrusting and τs promotes
left-lateral strike-slip eﬀect on the fault plane.
A schematic view of the shear stress components
at the grid points is shown in ﬁgure 2. We learn
from this ﬁgure and the tables that σ  or σ and
τd have maximum magnitudes and τs is zero along
the LOS of the fault. This reservoir inﬂuence in
terms of stresses on the dipping fault is the same
regardless of whether the fault is dip-slip normal
or dip-slip reverse/thrust, etc.

3 (6647 m, 37.0◦ , 1000 m)
6 (5767 m, 43.9◦ , 3000 m)
9 (5000 m, 55.1◦ , 5000 m)

Table 3(c). Values of τd (MPa) at points 1–9 of ﬁgure 2.
1 (+0.003)
4 (−0.075)
7 (−0.129)

2 (−0.024)
5 (−0.224)
8 (−0.235)

3 (+0.003)
6 (−0.075)
9 (−0.129)

Table 3(d). Values of τs ( MPa) at points 1–9 of ﬁgure 2.
1 (+0.023)
4 (−0.089)
7 (−0.088)

2 (0.0)
5 (0.0)
8 (0.0)

3 (−0.023)
6 (+0.089)
9 (+0.088)

5. Review of reservoir-induced stability
of normal faults
Net earthquake-related inﬂuence on a fault is
quantiﬁed using the concept of fault stability
S(ωt). An earthquake will occur at a point on the
fault near a reservoir at phase ωt if
S(ωt) = ST (ωt) + SR (ωt) = 0.
Here, ST (ωt) and SR (ωt) are contributions to S(ωt)
due to ambient tectonic and reservoir inﬂuences
respectively. S(ωt) is positive at all times but
decreases to zero at the time of the earthquake.
SR (ωt) for a point on a pure dip-slip normal
fault in the ONHCEM is deﬁned by the following
relations (e.g., after Roeloﬀs 1988),
SR (ωt) = [σ(ωt) − αp(ωt)] tan φ + τd (ωt)
= σ  (ωt) tan φ + τd (ωt),

Hydraulic connection between a man-made reservoir and post-impoundment earthquake
at a point in the P layer;

at a point in E or H layer.
The following expressions have been used by us
for σ and τd .
σ = σzz cos2 δ + σrr sin2 δ + 2τrz cos δ sin δ

0.0645

FAULT STABILITY (MPa)

SR (ωt) = σ(ωt) tan φ + τd (ωt),

6. SR (ωt) for two locations
of a 60◦ normal fault
We consider reservoir inﬂuence on a 60◦ normal
fault passing through the point (3000 m, 180◦ ,
5000 m) in such a way that the reservoir is mostly
on its footwall (e.g., Roeloﬀs 1988; Talwani 1997).
Fault 1 in ﬁgure 1(b) is a schematic representation
of this situation. The graph in ﬁgure 3(a) shows
variation of SR (ωt) at this point on this fault
over one complete cycle of water level ﬂuctuation.
SR (ωt) is positive and this normal fault is under a
stabilizing reservoir inﬂuence throughout the year.
In other words, the reservoir actually opposes the
occurrence of an earthquake on the fault continuously. The earthquake is most likely at the point
at LRL because the stabilizing reservoir inﬂuence
is the weakest at that epoch. The earthquake will
occur at a given epoch of LRL only if the destabilizing tectonic inﬂuence equals the stabilizing reservoir inﬂuence in magnitude at that epoch. We
learn from ﬁgure 3(a) keeping table 2 in mind that
fault stability increases and decreases in phase with
reservoir level.
We note here, for comparison in section 8.5,
that the computed numerical values of contributions to fault stability due to steady reservoir depth
H  = 110 m is +3.21 × 10−2 MPa, stabilizing.
The corresponding value at LRL for h = 3 m is
−8.60 × 10−4 MPa, destabilizing. The net stabilizing contribution at LRL is +3.12 × 10−2 MPa.
Figure 3(b) pertains to a 60◦ normal fault
passing through the point (3000 m, 0◦ , 5000 m).
Schematically, this fault would lie to the right of

0.064
0.0635
0.063
0.0625
0.062
0.0615
0.061

τd = (σrr − σzz ) sin δ cos δ ± τrz (cos2 δ − sin2 δ).

0.0605
0

60

(a)

120

180

240

300

360

300

360

RESERVOIR PHASE (DEGREES)
RESERVOIR PHASE (DEGREES)
0

60

120

180

240

−0.084

FAULT STABILITY (MPa)

The second expression is written for a normal fault
dipping down from right to left in cross-section.
The ‘+’ or ‘–’ sign is to be used according as the
coordinates of the point on the fault are (r, 0◦ , z)
or (r, 180◦ , z).
All these expressions are based on the assumptions
that compressive stresses are positive and positive shear stress opposes slip on the normal fault.
We assume a nominal value of tan φ = 0.6 for
fault friction coeﬃcient. A positive value of SR (ωt)
implies stabilizing reservoir inﬂuence on normal
faults considered here and vice versa.
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−0.085
−0.086
−0.087
−0.088
−0.089

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Variation of reservoir induced stability SR (ωt)
of a 60◦ normal fault for one annual harmonic reservoir
cycle. Fault 1 of ﬁgure 1(b) represents this fault schematically in orientation and general location. The results are
for the point (3000 m, 180◦ , 5000 m) on the fault in the P
layer. The reservoir inﬂuence is stabilizing throughout the
year. See section 6 of text. (b) SR (ωt) for a fault described
in third paragraph of section 6. The destabilizing reservoir
inﬂuence is maximum when ωt is 0◦ and 360◦ (i.e., HRL)
and minimum when ωt is 180◦ (i.e., LRL).

and parallel to Fault 2 of ﬁgure 1(b), so that the
entire reservoir is in its hanging wall. Since SR (ωt)
is negative over the entire reservoir cycle, the fault
is under a destabilizing reservoir inﬂuence throughout the year. The inﬂuence is most destabilizing at
epochs of HRL (ωt = 0◦ , 360◦ , etc.) and an earthquake is most likely at such epochs. The earthquake will occur if the magnitudes of destabilizing
reservoir inﬂuence at an epoch of HRL and stabilizing tectonic inﬂuence at that epoch are equal. The
reservoir inﬂuence actively promotes the occurrence of the earthquake in this case. We emphasize
that in this case the destabilizing reservoir inﬂuence increases as the water level rises in the
reservoir and vice versa.
7. Further results on variations in SR (ωt)
for normal faults
Figure 4(a) shows magnitude of SR at LRL at
several points on the Fault 1 of ﬁgure 1(b). The
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(b)
Figure 4. (a) Variation of SR at LRL with distance along
a fault, which is similar to Fault 1 of ﬁgure 1(b). The distance is measured up dip from the point with coordinates
(3500 m, 180◦ , 5000 m). The reservoir inﬂuence is stabilizing
at all points considered. (b) Variation of SR at LRL with
distance along a fault which is similar to Fault 2 of ﬁgure
1(b). The distance is measured up dip from the point with
coordinates (500 m, 0◦ , 5000 m). The reservoir inﬂuence is
destabilizing at most points considered, but stabilizing at
the right most point. Both faults dip at 60◦ .

origin of the horizontal axis corresponds to point
(3500 m, 180◦ , 5000 m) and the dip of the fault is
60◦ . We learn that the reservoir inﬂuence is stabilizing at all points considered. Figure 4(b) is similar
but for Fault 2 of ﬁgure 1(b). The origin of the
horizontal axis corresponds to point (500 m, 0◦ ,
5000 m) and the dip of the fault is 60◦ again. We
learn that the reservoir inﬂuence is destabilizing at
most but not all points are considered.
Figure 5(a) is the visualization of a 60◦ normal
fault dipping to the left at diﬀerent horizontal
positions in the P layer under the reservoir. The
phrase ‘reservoir mostly on the footwall of the
normal fault’ applies fairly for fault positions at
the extreme left of the ﬁgure. Figure 5(b) depicts
computed values of reservoir induced stabilizing
or destabilizing inﬂuence on the fault. All calculations are for LRL. Points marked −4000 m and
4000 m on the horizontal axis have coordinates
(4000 m, 180◦ , 5000 m) and (4000 m, 0◦ , 5000 m)
respectively. Earthquakes at LRL on 60◦ normal

45 FAULT (in degree)

Figure 5. (a) Schematic representation of the same 60◦ normal fault at several possible horizontal positions in the P
layer. (b) Variation of SR at LRL with horizontal position
of the fault. See sections 7 and 8.2 for details. The point
marked −4000 m on the horizontal axis has coordinates
(4000 m, 180◦ , 5000 m). A similar curve for 45◦ normal fault
is included (see section 8.2).

faults will be favoured for positions approximately
in the range (4000 m > r > 2200 m, 180◦ , 5000 m).
Results for a fault dipping at 45◦ to the left are
included in ﬁgure 5(b) (see section 8.2). It emerges
that earthquakes at LRL will be favoured on this
fault for positions between (2300 m < r < 4000 m,
0◦ , 5000 m) also. The reservoir is on the hanging
wall of the fault at these positions. We trace this
result to the speciﬁc nature of the dependence of σ
and τd on fault dip δ (see sections 5 and 8.2).
8. Discussion
8.1 About NHCEM
The theory of Appendix A deals with a three-layered
NHCEM. Additional horizontal elastic layers may
be included in the earth model without conceptual
change in the theory. Similarly, more poroelastic
layers may be included also. But each poroelastic
layer must be sandwiched between two impermeable elastic layers. This ensures that water does not
ﬂow in or out of the poroelastic layer perpendicularly across its upper and lower boundaries.
8.2 Possibility of normal fault earthquakes
in ONHCEM at low reservoir levels
Having adopted the value of 4000 m for the radius
of the uniform circular model of Lake Mead, we
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have conﬁned our attention in the reported results
to points whose r-coordinates have values less than
4000 m because we were concerned about rationalization of ‘normal fault earthquakes under Lake
Mead’.
Figures 3(a), 5(b) and the discussion of section
6 indicate that, during steady state reservoir operation, at least at some points under the reservoir,
earthquakes can occur at LRL on a 60◦ normal
fault in the P layer of the ONHCEM. The reservoir should be located mostly on the footwall of the
normal fault passing through such a point. For the
sequence of 60◦ normal faults shown schematically
in ﬁgure 5(a), the results shown in ﬁgure 5(b) indicate that faults near the left end of the depicted
horizontal axis would be suitable hosts for such
earthquakes.
Results for normal faults dipping at 45◦ are
included in ﬁgure 5(b) because Rogers and Lee
(1976) noted from the analysis of seismological data
that LMEQs could have occurred on such faults.
We learn that earthquakes can occur at epochs of
LRL on 45◦ normal faults in ONHCEM, even when
the reservoir is on the hanging wall of the fault.
Finally, it is expected from the theory of
section 5, and may be seen from ﬁgure 5(b) that the
nature of reservoir inﬂuence on normal faults passing through the same subsurface point and having the same dip direction varies signiﬁcantly with
the amount of fault dip. For example, at the point
with coordinates (3000 m, 0◦ , 5000 m), the inﬂuence
is destabilizing when δ = 60◦ and stabilizing when
δ = 45◦ .
The inﬂuence of a circular reservoir on other
types of faults, such as reverse/thrust dip slip, vertical strike slip, or general oblique slip on dipping
faults, in the P layer of the ONHCEM may be
deduced similarly.
8.3 Comparison of normal fault-related results for
ONHCEM with published results for LMEQs
LMEQs started occurring several years after the
impoundment of Lake Mead was initiated. But
they were observed for more than two decades
thereafter (Roeloﬀs 1988). Roeloﬀs (1988) considered the long history of LMEQs as a steady
state eﬀect of sustained reservoir operation. She
analyzed these observations with a FHCEM, comprising a single poroelastic layer of semi-inﬁnite
thickness. She inferred that at the focus of such an
earthquake in FHCEM, the reservoir inﬂuence due
to the mean water depth should be stabilizing and
that due to water oscillations should be destabilizing. The numerical values of fault stability quoted
in section 6 for ONHCEM display these features
precisely. In other words, the occurrence of LMEQs
under sustained, periodic operation of Lake Mead
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can be explained using the ONHCEM also. This
conforms to the general geophysical experience that
more than one earth model may explain all, or a
fraction, of a given set of geophysical observations.
Talwani and Acree (1985) estimated hydraulic
diﬀusivity c ‘within an order of magnitude of
5 m2 s−1 ’ under reservoirs exhibiting induced seismicity. According to Roeloﬀs (1988), explanation
of LMEQs using the FHCEM requires that its
material should have low value of c. Her estimate
for the Lake Mead region is between 0.01 and
0.26 m2 s−1 . The value of c = 0.04 m2 s−1 used for
ONHCEM was ﬁxed when we arbitrarily adopted
Ohio sandstone as the material of the P layer.
9. Conclusion
Investigations of post-impoundment earthquakes
near a new man-made reservoir should be initiated keeping in mind that, depending on local geological conditions, water from the reservoir may
or may not seep to earthquake depths. Chances
of the second possibility increase with increase in
focal depths of earthquakes. We may assess the
situation through site investigations, simulations,
or a combination of both. The expressions derived
here for stresses and pore pressure may be used
with the simulation approach. On the basis of our
analysis of some Lake Mead earthquakes, we conclude that results from the proposed three-layered,
no-hydraulic-connection earth model may be combined with those from the widely-used, singlelayered, full-hydraulic-connection earth model for
comprehensive interpretation of observations.
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Appendix A
Response of NHCEM to a uniform circular
load on its top surface
We solve the axially symmetric problem of
determining the inﬂuence of a uniform circular load
on a NHCEM. The basic theoretical framework for
axial symmetry in a poroelastic medium is provided by Wang (2000, sections 9.1 and 9.6). It is
adopted here with minor adjustments for cos(ωt)
time variations. The theoretical framework for the
E and H layers is obtained by suitable simpliﬁcation. The dependent variables are treated as
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complex-valued quantities in sections A1 to A5
dealing with h cos(ωt) component of water depth.
The response of NHCEM to the H  component is
considered in section A6.
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urH = urP ,
τrzH = τrzP ,

2Gj νj
∂uzj
+
j,
∂z
1 − 2νj


∂urj
∂uzj
+
.
= Gj
∂r
∂z

τrzj

urP = urE ,
τrzP = τrzE ,
∂pP
= 0.
∂z

(6)

P

1 ∂ζP
,
cP ∂t

(7)

= γ P ∇2 ζP ,

(8)




∂ 2 urP
1 ∂urP
∂ 2 urP
urP
+
− 2 +
GP
∂r2
r ∂r
r
∂z 2
Gp
∂ p
∂ζP
+
− BP KuP
= 0,
(9)
1 − 2νuP ∂r
∂r
 2

∂ uzP
1 ∂uzP
∂ 2 uzP
GP
+
+
∂r2
r ∂r
∂z 2
Gp
∂ p
∂ζP
+
−BP KuP
= 0.
(10)
1 − 2νuP ∂z
∂z
The simpler ﬁeld equations for the E and H layers
are, again with j = E, H:
∇2

j

= 0,

(4) At the top boundary of the E layer

and
σzzE

The following ﬁeld equations hold for the P layer
(Wang 2000, equations 4.25, 4.67, and 9.8).

∇2

uzP = uzE ,

σzzP
= σzzE ,

τrzE = 0,

A1.2 Field equations

∇2 ζP =


σzzH = σzzP
,

(3) At the upper boundary of the P layer

(4)

(5)

uzH = uzP ,

∂pP
= 0.
∂z

The constitutive equations for the E and H layers
are, with j = E, H:
σzzj = 2Gj

1
∂ j
= 0.
1 − 2νj ∂z
(13)

The following four sets of boundary conditions hold
for all r and t.

A1.1 Constitutive relations


σzzP
= σzzP + αP pP .

+

A1.3 Boundary conditions

A1. Mathematical statement of the problem

σzzP



(11)


 2
1
∂ urj 1 ∂urj urj ∂ 2 urj
∂ j
− 2 +
= 0,
+
+
2
2
∂r
r ∂r
r
∂z
1 − 2νj ∂r
(12)


Re[−ρghest ], r ≤ rR ,
=
0,
r > rR .

The Hankel transform of σzzE (Sneddon 1951;
Singh et al. 2009) is:
0
=
σ̄zzE

−ρghest rR J1 (krR )
.
k

The inverse Hankel transform is:
 ∞ 
rR
σzzE = −ρghest
J1 (rR k)J0 (rk)kdk.
k
0
A1.4 Problem solved
We discuss in sections A2–A4 evaluation of displacement components ur and uz , and stress components σzz and τrz , in E, P and H layers and
pore pressure p in the P layer. We evaluate stress
component σrr in section A5.
A2. Displacements, stresses and pore
pressure in E, P and H layers
A2.1 The P layer
The following equations involving six unknown
constants AP –FP are based on Wang (2000,
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equations
2.68).

9.42,

9.46,
∞


urP (r, z, t, s) = est

9.47,

9.48,

9.50

and

∞

−γP b4uP (DP e−kz +CP ekz)

0

FP e−kz + EP ekz

+ γP b5P (AP e

0

+ b1uP (−DP e−kz +CP ekz )
ckγP
(AP emz +BP e−mz )
−
s
× kJ1 (kr)dk,
 ∞
st
FP e−kz − EP ekz
uzP (r, z, t, s) = e
0


b2uP
DP e−kz
− b1uP z +
k


b2uP
CP ekz
− b1uP z −
k
cmγP
AP emz − BP e−mz
+
s
× kJ0 (kr)dk,


∞

(14a)

(14b)


(r, z, t, s) = σzzP (r, z, t, s) + αP pP (r, z, t, s)
σzzP
 ∞
st
−FP e−kz − EP ekz
= 2GP e
0

αD± =q(emdP +mz −ekdP +mz)±q(e−mdP −mz −ekdP −mz),
αC± = q(e−kdP +mz − emdP +mz )
± q(e−kdP −mz − e−mdP −mz ),
q=

b5P

γP b4uP k
.
−md
P − emdP )
(e

A2.1.2 Revised expressions for P layer
Equations (14a–f) may be rewritten now in terms
of four unknown constants.
 ∞
st
FP e−kz + EP ekz
urP (r, z, t, s) = e
0

+ (b1uP kz + b4dP )DP e−kz
− (b1uP kz − b4dP )CP ekz

 2
ck
+ b4dP
+
s



ck
+ −b1uP z − αD+ DP e−kz
s


ck
+ b1uP z − αC+ CP ekz
s

× γP (AP emz + BP e−mz )

st

A2.1.1 Estimate of Ap and Bp

Here,

0

∞

(14f)

γP (AP emz ± BP e−mz ) = αD± DP + αC± CP . (15)

+ (b1uP kz + 0.5)DP e−kz
+ (b1uP kz − 0.5)CP ekz
ckmγP
(AP emz − BP e−mz )
−
s
(14c)
× kJ1 (kr)dk,



+ BP e−mz ) kJ0 (kr)dk.

We use the two boundary conditions relating to
the pore pressure gradient (see equations 2 and 3)
to evaluate AP and BP in terms of CP and DP .
Thus, the term γP (AP emz ± BP e−mz ) appearing
repeatedly in equation (14a–f) take the following
forms.

−FP e−kz + EP ekz

× kJ0 (kr)dk,

mz

Equation (14d) based on (14e–f) is written after
simpliﬁcation.



τrzP (r, z, t, s) = 2GP est

σzz (r, z, t, s) = 2GP e


pP (r, z, t, s) = 2GP est
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× kJ1 (kr)dk,

(16a)

(14d)

−FP e

−kz

− EP e

kz

0

+(b1uP kz + b4uP )DP e−kz
−(b1uP kz − b4uP )CP ekz
ck 2 γP
(AP emz + BP e−mz )
+
s
(14e)
× kJ0 (kr)dk,

uzP (r, z, t, s) = e

∞

st


FP e−kz − EP ekz

0



cm
b2uP
+
αD− DP e−kz
+ −b1uP z −
k
s


b2uP
cm
+
αC− CP ekz
− −b1uP z +
k
s
× kJ0 (kr)dk,

(16b)
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τrzP (r, z, t, s) = 2GP e

∞




−FP e

st

−kz

+ EP e

kz

τrzE (r, z, t, s) = 2GE e

+ (b1E kz + 0.5)DE e−kz
+ (b1E kz − 0.5)CE ekz
× kJ1 (kr)dk,
(16c)

 ∞

−FP e−kz − EP ekz
(r, z, t, s) = 2GP est
σzzP



 02
ck
+ b1uP kz + b4dP +
+ b4dP αD+ DP e−kz
s



 2
ck
+ b4dP αC+ CP ekz
+ − b1uP kz + b4dP +
s
(16d)
× kJ0 (kr)dk,


∞



−FP e−kz − EP ekz
σzz (r, z, t, s) = 2GP e
0


ck 2
αD+ DP e−kz
+ b1uP kz + b4uP +
s


ck 2
+ −b1uP kz + b4uP +
αC+ CP ekz
s
× kJ0 (kr)dk,
(16e)
st


pP (r, z, t, s) = 2GP e

∞

st
0

× (−γP b4uP + b5P αD+ ) DP e−kz
+ (−γP b4uP + b5P αC+ )CP ekz
× kJ0 (kr)dk.


σzzE (r, z, t, s) = 2GE e

∞
0

+ (b1E kz + b4E )DE e−kz
− (b1E kz − b4E )CE ekz
× kJ0 (kr)dk.

Finally, similar expressions for the H layer:
 ∞
st
FH e−kz + EH ekz
urH (r, z, t, s) = e
0

+ b1H (−DH e−kz + CH ekz )
× kJ1 (kr)dk,


∞



FH e−kz − EH ekz


b2H
DB e−kz
− b1H z +
k


b2H
CH ekz
− b1H z −
k

uzH (r, z, t, s) = e

st

0

× kJ0 (kr)dk,

(18b)

∞

st

−FH e−kz + EH ekz

0

The corresponding expressions for the E layer are:
 ∞
st
FE e−kz + EE ekz
urE (r, z, t, s) = e
0

+ b1E (−DE e−kz + CE ekz ]
(17a)
× kJ1(kr)dk,


+ (b1H kz + 0.5)DH e−kz
+ (b1H kz − 0.5)CH ekz
× kJ1 (kr)dk,

σzzH (r, z, t, s) = 2GH e

∞

st

(18c)

−FH e−kz − EH ekz

0
−kz

− EE e
0


b2E
− b1E z +
DE e−kz
k


b2E
− b1E z −
CE ekz
k
× kJ0 (kr)dk,
(17b)

uzE (r, z, t, s) = e

(18a)

(16f)

A2.2 The E layer

∞

(17d)

A2.3 The H layer

τrzH (r, z, t, s) = 2GH e



(17c)

−FE e−kz −EE ekz

st



st

−FE e−kz + EE ekz

0

0



ckm
αD− DP e−kz
+ b1uP kz + 0.5 −
s


ckm
αC− CP ekz
+ b1uP kz − 0.5 −
s
× kJ1 (kr)dk,

∞

st

FE e

kz

+ (b1H kz + b4H )DH e−kz
− (b1H kz − b4H )CH ekz
× kJ0 (kr)dk.

(18d)

The boundary conditions in equation (1) of A1.3
imply that CH = EH = 0. Equations (18a–d) thus
involve only DH and FH .
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These equations are solved for DH and FH . Hence,
with Δ = J31 J43 − J33 J41 ,

A3. Determination of the remaining
unknown constants
A3.1 Expressions in matrix form

[FH , 0, DH , 0]T =

We switch to the Hankel transform domain. Equations
(16a–d), (17a–d) and (18a–d) are pertinent. Let
1
0
[ū1rj , ū0zj , τ̄rzj
, σ̄zzj
]T (k, z, t, s)
1
(k, z, t, s),
= ū1rj (k, z, t, s), ū0zj (k, z, t, s), τ̄rzj
0
(k, z, t, s)
σ̄zzj

T
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−ρghest rR J1 (krR )
k

J31
J33
, 0, −
,0
×
Δ
Δ

T

,

(21a)

T
[FP , EP , DP , CP ]T = Z−1
P b · ZHT [FB , 0, DB , 0] ,
(21b)

.

Then, with subscript j = E, P and H in turn,
we have
1
0
, σ̄zzE
]T (k, z, t, s)
[ū1rE , ū0zE , τ̄rzE
= est ZE (k, z, s) · [FE , EE , DE , CE ]T ,
1
0
, σ̄zzP
]T (k, z, t, s)
[ū1rP , ū0zP , τ̄rzP
= est ZP (k, z, s) · [FP , EP , DP , CP ]T ,

The values of constants so obtained may be substituted into equations (18a–d), (16a–f) and (17a–d).
(19a)

(19b)

1
0
, σ̄zzH
]T (k, z, t, s)
[ū1rH , ū0zH , τ̄rzH
= est ZH (k, z, s) · [FH , EH , DH , CH ]T . (19c)

ZE (k, z, s), ZP (k, z, s), and ZH (k, z, s) are 4 × 4
matrices of coeﬃcients of the constants in equations (17a–d), (16a–d) and (18a–d) respectively.

A3.2 Evaluation of unknown constants

(20)

where
J(k, s) = AE (dE ) · Ap (dp ) · ZHT ,
−1
AE (dE ) = ZET · Z−1
Eb , and Ap (dp ) = ZP T · ZP b .

Subscripts b and T stand for base and top of the
concerned layer respectively. The J and A matrices are also 4 × 4 matrices. We use a numerical
procedure to evaluate the inverse matrices.
The third and fourth equations contained in the
matrix relation (20) can be combined with equation
(4) of A1.3 to yield
J31 FH + J33 DH = 0,
J41 FH + J43 DH =

−ρghest rR J1 (krR )
.
k

A4. Results after evaluation of inverse
Hankel transform integrals
The inverse Hankel transform integrals in equations
(17a–d), (16a–f) and (18a–d) are evaluated numerically. The result in each case is complex-valued.
It may be written in polar form whose real part
can be retained for further use. For example, the
result from evaluation of equation (16e) will be of
the form


σzzP (ωt) =  AσzzP e(st + ιφσzzP )
= AσzzP cos(ωt + φσzzP ).

We follow Singh and Rani (2006) at this stage,
and note that the values of variables at the top
of E layer can be expressed in terms of arbitrary
constants related to H layer through the following
matrix relations by using the boundary conditions
in equations (1), (2) and (3) of A1.3.
1
0
, σ̄zzET
]T (k, 0, t, s)
[ū1rET , ū0zET , τ̄rzET
= est J(k, s) · [FH , 0, DH , 0]T ,

T
[FE , EE , DE , CE ]T =Z−1
Eb AP (dP )·ZHT [FB , 0, DB , 0] .
(21c)

A5. Evaluation of normal stresses
σrrP and σθθP
We follow for σrrP , the same procedure as used
by Wang (2000, section 9.6) to obtain expressions
for σzzP and τrzP from those for urP and uzP with
the help of the constitutive equations. Thus, after
some simpliﬁcation, we have in continuation with
equations (14a–f),
 ∞
k(EP ekz + FP e−kz )
σrrP (r, z, t, s) = 2GP
0

+ b1uP (−kz + 2νP )DP e−kz
+ b1uP (kz + 2νuP )CP ekz

 2
ck
− 1 γP (AP emz + BP e−mz ) J0 (kr)kdk
+
s
 
1 ∞
(EP ekz + FP e−kz )
− 2GP
r 0
+b1uP z(CP ekz − DP e−kz )
ck
(22)
+ γP (AP emz + BP e−mz ) J1 (kr)kdk.
s
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Alternately, in conformity with equations (16a–f),
 ∞
k(EP ekz + FP e−kz )
σrrP (r, z, t, s) = 2GP
0



 2
ck
+ b1uP (kz + 2νuP ) +
− 1 αC+
s

× CP ekz + b1uP (−kz + 2νuP )

 2

ck
+
− 1 αD+ DP e−kz J0 (kr)kdk
s

 
ck
1 ∞
b1uP z + αC+ CP ekz
− 2GP
r 0
s



ck
−kz
+ −b1uP z + αD+ DP e
s
+(EP ekz + FP e−kz ) J1 (kr)kdk.

(23)

Equation (23) can be evaluated using equation
(21b).
For evaluating σθθP , using the deﬁnition of mean
normal stress σM P ,
σθθP (r, z, t, s) = 3σM P (r, z, t, s) − σzzP (r, z, t, s)
− σrrP (r, z, t, s).
From equation (2.24) of Wang (2000),
σM P (r, z, t, s) = KdP

P (r, z, t, s)

− αP pP (r, z, t, s).

Also, from equation (9.38) of Wang (2000),
 ∞
(DP e−kz + CP ekz )
P (r, z, t, s) =
0

+ γ(AP emz + BP e−mz ) J0 (kr)kdk.
Expressions for σzzP , σrrP and pP have been
derived already. The constants in the integral for
P have also been evaluated above.
A6. Evaluation of the response of NHCEM
to mean water load
The above theory for h cos(ωt) may be used to
evaluate the response to H  by setting ω = 0 and
νuP = νdP . The second step removes all the terms
representing the porous-elastic eﬀects in the P layer
from the above expressions. The remaining terms
represent only the elastic eﬀects due to a constant
load on NHCEM. The results in table 1 of the main
text are obtained in this way from our computer
program for evaluating the response at focus due
to h cos(ωt).
A7. Sign convention
The above derivations are in conformity with the
sign convention adopted by Wang (2000), where

compressive normal stress is considered numerically
negative. The results quoted in the main text
conform to the sign convention of Jaeger and
Cook (1969), where compressive normal stress is
considered positive.
Appendix B
Symbols
b1j =

1
, j = E, H
2(1 − 2νj )

b2j =

3 − 4νj
, j = E, H
2(1 − 2νj )

1 − νj
, j = E, H
(1 − 2νj )
1
, j = u (undrained) or d
b1jP =
(2(1 − 2νjP )
(drained)
3 − 4νjP
b2jP =
, j = u or d
2(1 − 2νjP )

b4j =

b4jP =
b5P =

1 − νj P
, j = u or d
(1 − 2νjP )
1 − νdP
αP (1 − 2νdP )

cP : hydraulic diﬀusivity in P layer;
dj : thickness of j = E, P, and H layers
h: amplitude of annual oscillation in water depth
k: wave number along r direction

s
m = k2 +
cP
p: pore pressure
pP : pore pressure at a point in P layer
r: radial coordinate
s = ιω
t: time
ur , uz : displacement components along r and z
directions
z: coordinate along z-axis
Aj , Bj , Cj , Dj , Ej , Fj : arbitrary constants in the
general solution of ﬁeld equations for j = E, P, H
layers
BP : Skempton’s coeﬃcient in P layer;
3(νuP − νdP )
(Wang 2000)
BP =
α(1 − 2νdP )(1 + νuP )
E, P or H: the elastic, porous-elastic or half-space
layer
Gj : shear modulus of j = E, P and H layers
H  : annual mean depth of water in the reservoir
J0 , J1 : Bessel Functions of order 0, 1
KuP : undrained bulk modulus in P layer;
2GP (1 + νuP )
KuP =
3(1 − 2νuP )
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KdP : drained bulk modulus in P layer;
2GP (1 + νdP )
KdP =
3(1 − 2νdP )
S(ωt): fault stability at reservoir phase ωt
SR (ωt): fault stability under reservoir inﬂuence at
phase ωt
ST (ωt): fault stability under tectonic inﬂuence at
phase ωt
αP : Biot–Willis coeﬃcient in P layer
νuP − νdP
(Wang 2000)
γP =
α(1 − 2νdP )(1 − νuP )
j : volumetric strain in j = E, P and H layers
ζP : increment of ﬂuid content in P layer
νj : Poisson’s ratio of j = E and H layers
νjP , j = u or d: undrained or drained Poisson’s
ratio in P layer
φ: angle of rock friction
σ: normal stress component
σM P : mean normal stress in P layer
σrrj : radial normal stress component in j = E, P,
H layers
σzzj : vertical normal stress component in j = E, P,
H layers
σ  : eﬀective normal stress (= σ ± αp, where σ is a
normal stress component; + sign for Appendix A
and − sign for main text. For use of factor α, see
Wang (2000)
τrzj : shear stress component in j = E, P, H layer
τs : reservoir-induced resolved shear stress on fault
plane along strike
τd : reservoir-induced resolved shear stress on fault
plane along dip
ω: angular frequency of reservoir operation
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